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How and why do we think about food, taste
it, and cook it? While much has been
written about the concept of terroir as it
relates to wine, in this vibrant, personal
book, Amy Trubek, a pioneering voice in
the new culinary revolution, expands the
concept of terroir beyond wine and into
cuisine and culture more broadly. Bringing
together lively stories of people farming,
cooking, and eating, she focuses on a
series of examples ranging from shagbark
hickory nuts in Wisconsin and maple syrup
in Vermont to wines from northern
California. She explains how the complex
concepts of terroir and goût de terroir
are instrumental to France's food and wine
culture and then explores the multifaceted
connections between taste and place in
both cuisine and agriculture in the United
States. How can we reclaim the taste of
place, and what can it mean for us in a
country where, on average, any food has
traveled at least fifteen hundred miles
from farm to table? Written for anyone
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interested in food, this book shows how
the taste of place matters now, and how it
can mediate between our local desires and
our global reality to define and challenge
American food practices.
The classic book that helped to define and
legitimize the field of food and culture
studies is now available, with major
revisions, in a specially affordable ebook version (978-0-203-07975-1). The
third edition includes 40 original essays
and reprints of previously published
classics under 5 Sections: FOUNDATIONS,
HEGEMONY AND DIFFERENCE, CONSUMPTION AND
EMBODIMENT, FOOD AND GLOBALIZATION, and
CHALLENGING, CONTESTING, AND TRANSFORMING
THE FOOD SYSTEM. 17 of the 40 articles
included are either, new to this edition,
rewritten by their original authors, or
edited by Counihan and van Esterik. A bank
of test items applicable to each article
in the book is available to instructors
interested in selecting this edition for
course use. Simply send an e.mail to the
publisher at companionaccess@informa.com.
Although South Asian cookery and
gastronomy has transformed contemporary
urban foodscape all over the world, social
scientists have paid scant attention to
this phenomenon. Curried Cultures-a wideranging collection of essays-explores the
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relationship between globalization and
South Asia through food, covering the
cuisine of the colonial period to the
contemporary era, investigating its
material and symbolic meanings. Curried
Cultures challenges disciplinary
boundaries in considering South Asian
gastronomy by assuming a proximity to
dishes and diets that is often missing
when food is a lens to investigate other
topics. The book’s established scholarly
contributors examine food to comment on a
range of cultural activities as they argue
that the practice of cooking and eating
matter as an important way of knowing the
world and acting on it.
The Richard & Judy Book Club Reader
Politics and the Senses in Education
Taste and Knowledge in Early Modern
England
Food and Culture in Contemporary American
Fiction
Distinction
Experiencing Food and Drink
The Spirituality of Wine
Pioneering investigation into relationship between physical sense of
taste, and taste as a term denoting judgement, in early modern
England.
Taste, perhaps the most intimate of the five senses, has traditionally
been considered beneath the concern of philosophy, too bound to the
body, too personal and idiosyncratic. Yet, in addition to providing
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physical pleasure, eating and drinking bear symbolic and aesthetic
value in human experience, and they continually inspire writers and
artists. Carolyn Korsmeyer explains how taste came to occupy so low a
place in the hierarchy of senses and why it is deserving of greater
philosophical respect and attention. Korsmeyer begins with the Greek
thinkers who classified taste as an inferior, bodily sense; she then
traces the parallels between notions of aesthetic and gustatory taste
that were explored in the formation of modern aesthetic theories. She
presents scientific views of how taste actually works and identifies
multiple components of taste experiences. Turning to taste's
objects—food and drink—she looks at the different meanings they
convey in art and literature as well as in ordinary human life and
proposes an approach to the aesthetic value of taste that recognizes the
representational and expressive roles of food. Korsmeyer's
consideration of art encompasses works that employ food in contexts
sacred and profane, that seek to whet the appetite and to keep it at
bay; her selection of literary vignettes ranges from narratives of
macabre devouring to stories of communities forged by shared eating.
In January 2004, daytime television presenters Richard Madeley and
Judy Finnigan launched their book club and sparked debate about the
way people in Britain, from the general reader to publishers to the
literati, thought about books and reading. The Richard & Judy Book
Club Reader brings together historians of the book, literature scholars,
and specialists in media and cultural studies to examine the effect of
the club on reading practices and the publishing and promotion of
books. Beginning with an analysis of the book club's history and its
ongoing development in relation to other reading groups worldwide
including Oprah's, the editors consider issues of book marketing and
genre. Further chapters explore the effects of the mass-broadcast
celebrity book club on society, literature and its marketing, and
popular culture. Contributors ask how readers discuss books, judge
value and make choices. The collection addresses questions of
authorship, authority and canon in texts connected by theme or genre
including the postcolonial exotic, disability and representations of the
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body, food books, and domesticity. In addition, book club author
Andrew Smith shares his experiences in a fascinating interview.
"This groundbreaking work offers a sensory history of the British in
India from the formal imposition of their rule to its end (1857-1947)
and the Americans in the Philippines from annexation to independence
(1898-1946). A social and cultural history of empire, it analyzes how
the senses created mutual impressions of the agents of imperialism and
their subjects, and highlights connections between apparently disparate
items, including the lived experience of empire, the comments (and
complaints) found in memoirs and reports, the appearance of lepers,
the sound of bells, the odor of excrement, the feel of cloth against
skin, the first taste of meat spiced with cumin or of a mango. Men and
women in imperial India and the Philippines had different ideas from
the start about what looked, sounded, smelled, felt, and tasted good or
bad. Both the British and the Americans saw themselves as the
civilizers of what they judged backward societies and believed that a
vital part of the civilizing process was to put the senses in the right
order of priority and to ensure them against offense or affront.
People without manners that respected the senses lacked self-control;
they were uncivilized and thus unfit for self-government. Societies that
looked shabby, were noisy and smelly, felt wrong, and consumed
unwholesome food in unmannerly ways were not prepared to form
independent polities and stand on their own. It was the duty of
allegedly more sensorily advanced westerners to put the senses right
before withdrawing the most obvious manifestations of their power.
This study of Indians and Filipinos' ideas of what constituted sensory
civilization and the imperial encounter with British and American
sense-orders shows the compromises between these nations' sensory
regimes"-Seeing, Hearing, Smelling, Tasting, and Touching in History
An Anthropological Guide to Food, Second Edition
Taste Makers: Seven Immigrant Women Who Revolutionized Food in
America
My Life Through Food
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Popular Texts and the Practices of Reading
A Novel from the World of Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice
A Cultural Journey Into Terroir
From ingredients and recipes to meals and menus
across time and space, Eating Culture is a highly
engaging overview that illustrates the important role
that anthropology and anthropologists have played in
understanding food, as well as the key role that food
plays in the study of culture. The new edition, now
with a full-color interior, introduces discussions about
nomadism, commercializing food, food security, and
ethical consumption, including treatment of animals
and the long-term environmental and health
consequences of meat consumption. "Grist to the Mill"
sections at the end of each chapter provide further
readings and "Food for Thought" case studies and
exercises help to highlight anthropological methods
and approaches. By considering the concept of cuisine
and public discourse, this practical guide brings order
and insight to our changing relationship with food.
Movement, smell, vision, and other perceptual
experiences are ways of thinking and orienting
ourselves in the world. And yet the appeal to
experience as resource for theology, though a
significant shift in contemporary scholarship, has
seldom received nuanced investigation. How do
embodieddifferences like gender, race, disability, and
sexuality highlight theological analysis and connect to
perceptual experience and theological imagination? In
Meaning in Our Bodies, Heike Peckruhn offers
historical and cultural comparisons, showing how
sensory experience may order normalcy, socialstatus,
or communal belonging. Ultimately, she argues that
scholars who appeal to the importance of bodily
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experiences need to acquire a robust and nuanced
understanding of how sensory perceptions and
interactions are cultural and theological acts of
making meaning.
Peterson explores a change in French cooking in the
mid-seventeenth century - from the heavily sugared,
saffroned, and spiced cuisine of the medieval period
to a new style based on salt and acid tastes. In the
process, she reveals more fully than any previous
writer the links between medieval cooking, alchemy,
and astrology. Peterson's vivid account traces this
newly acquired taste in food to its roots in the wider
transformation of seventeenth-century culture which
included the Scientific Revolution. She makes the
startling - and persuasive - argument that the shift in
cooking styles was actually part of a conscious effort
by humanist scholars to revive Greek and Roman
learning and to chase the occult from European life.
"From award-winning actor and food obsessive
Stanley Tucci comes an intimate and charming
memoir of life in and out of the kitchen"-The Smell Culture Reader
Food and Culture
The Philosophy and Aesthetics of Food
Globalization, Food, and South Asia
Bodily Encounters in Imperial India and the Philippines
Foodies
The Sensual Culture Reader

Establishing an interdisciplinary connection
between Food Studies and American literary
scholarship, Piatti-Farnell investigates the
significances of food and eating in American fiction,
from 1980 to the present day. She argues that
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culturally-coded representations of the culinary
illuminate contemporary American anxieties about
class gender, race, tradition, immigration,
nationhood, and history. As she offers a critical
analysis of major works of contemporary fiction,
Piatti-Farnell unveils contrasting modes of culinary
nostalgia, disillusionment, and progress that
pervasively address the cultural disintegration of
local and familiar culinary values, in favor of
globalized economies of consumption. In identifying
different incarnations of the "American culinary,"
Piatti-Farnell covers the depiction of food in specific
categories of American fiction and explores how
the cultural separation that molds food preferences
inevitably challenges the existence of a
homogenous American identity. The study treads
on new grounds since it not only provides the first
comprehensive study of food and consumption in
contemporary American fiction, but also aims to
expose interrelated politics of consumption in a
variety of authors from different ethnic, cultural,
racial and social backgrounds within the United
States.
One of the Millions's Most Anticipated Books of
2021 America’s modern culinary history told
through the lives of seven pathbreaking chefs and
food writers. Who’s really behind America’s
appetite for foods from around the globe? This
group biography from an electric new voice in food
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writing honors seven extraordinary women, all
immigrants, who left an indelible mark on the way
Americans eat today. Taste Makers stretches from
World War II to the present, with absorbing and
deeply researched portraits of figures including
Mexican-born Elena Zelayeta, a blind chef; Marcella
Hazan, the deity of Italian cuisine; and Norma
Shirley, a champion of Jamaican dishes. In
imaginative, lively prose, Mayukh Sen—a queer,
brown child of immigrants—reconstructs the lives
of these women in vivid and empathetic detail,
daring to ask why some were famous in their own
time, but not in ours, and why others shine brightly
even today. Weaving together histories of food,
immigration, and gender, Taste Makers will
challenge the way readers look at what’s on their
plate—and the women whose labor, overlooked for
so long, makes those meals possible.
This reader reveals how food habits and beliefs
both present a microcosm of any culture and
contribute to our understanding of human
behaviour. Particular attention is given to how men
and women define themselves differently through
food choices.
While anthropologists often have been accused of
failing to "study up," this book turns an
anthropological lens on an elite activity – wine
tasting. Five million people a year, from the US and
abroad, travel to California's Napa Valley to
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experience the "good life": to taste fine wines, eat
fine food, and immerse themselves in other
sophisticated pleasures while surrounded by
bucolic beauty. Written in a highly readable style
by anthropologists George and Sharon Gmelch,
Tasting the Good Life examines who wine tourists
are and what the "tasting" experience is all about.
It also examines the growth of wine tourism in the
valley and the impact it is having on the landscape
and the lives of the people who live there. In
addition to the authors' own analysis, they present
the personal narratives of 17 people who work in
Napa tourism — from winemaker to vineyard
manager, from celebrity chef to wait staff, from hot
air balloonist to masseuse. Their stories provide
unexpected and entertaining insights into this new
form of tourism, the people who engage in it, its
impact on a now iconic place, and American
consumer culture in the 21st century.
Empires of the Senses
A Companion to the Anthropology of the Body and
Embodiment
Want, Riots, Migration
Taste
Exclusion and Inclusion in International Migration:
Power, Resistance and Identity
Hunger Movements in Early Victorian Literature
A Cultural Account of Desire, Delight and Disgust in
Fashion, Food and Art
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In this book, Alex Rhys-Taylor offers a groundbreaking sensory ethnography of East
London. Drawing on the multicultural context
of London, one of the most cosmopolitan
cities in the world, he explores concepts such
as gentrification, class antagonism, new
ethnicities and globalization. Rhys-Taylor
shows how London is characterized by its
rich history of socioeconomic change and
multiculture, exploring how its smells and
food are integral to understanding both its
history and the reality of London’s urban
present. From the fiery chillies sold by street
grocers which are linked to years of cultural
exchange, through ‘cuisines of origin’ like
jellied eels to hybridized dishes such as the
chicken katsu wrap, sensory experiences are
key to understanding the complex cultural
genealogies of the city and its social life.Each
of the eight chapters combines micro
histories of ingredients such as fried chicken,
bush-meat and curry sauce, featuring
narratives from individuals that provide a
unique, engaging account of the evolution of
taste and culture through time and
space.With its innovative methodology, this is
a highly original contribution to the fields of
sensory studies, food studies, urban studies
and cultural studies.
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With groundbreaking contributions by
Marshall McLuhan, Oliver Sacks, Italo
Calvino and Alain Corbin, among others,
Empire of the Senses overturns linguistic and
textual models of interpretation and places
sensory experience at the forefront of
cultural analysis. The senses are gateways of
knowledge, instruments of power, sources of
pleasure and pain - and they are subject to
dramatically different constructions in
different societies and periods. Empire of the
Senses charts the new terrains opened up by
the sensual revolution in scholarship, as it
takes the reader into the sensory worlds of
the medieval witch and the postmodern mall,
a Japanese tea ceremony and a Boston shelter
for the homeless. This compelling revisioning
of history and cultural studies sparkles with
wit and insight and is destined to become a
landmark in the field.
The sensuous is the human experience,
unfolding our everyday experiences and
articulating our affects. Without sensory
information, we could neither know nor be.
This is because we gain information through
our senses and interpret that information as
perceptions, the sociocultural frames used to
analyze that input. This is the case regardless
of how a sensorium is constructed, a more
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limited Western five senses model for
example. It is also the case no matter how
senses are defined, they ways they are
expressed, or the ways in which they are
understood to function. Further, because
there are often greater differences between
members within a particular group than
divergences between groups, how one
attends to and acts in light of sensory
information is always a polyphonic tapestry
constructed on the warp of the sociocultural
and the weft of individualism. Education, the
transfer of information between people,
animals, things, and ecologies, is therefore a
sensory endeavor. Sensuous curriculum is
one means of describing this deeply layered
intersection of educational ways of being and
knowing. In many ways inverting how
questions of curriculum are often framed,
Sensuous Curriculum: Politics and the Senses
in Education foregrounds how sensory
understandings are forms of educational,
relational politics. Bringing the depth and
complexity of sensory studies firmly into
curriculum and foundational studies of
education, contributors to this volume
address this educational and political
intersection from a wide variety of theoretical
and practical perspectives that are always
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embodied and material. Approached in an
academic yet accessible manner, Sensuous
Curriculum addresses key questions about
what it means to educate and the ideas and
ideals render those understandings sensible.
This variety, depth, and accessibility combine
to make Sensuous Curriculum an important
resource for those interested in critical
studies of the senses in educational ecologies
and holistic education. It is a text as at home
in theory and methods doctoral courses as it
is in undergraduate courses for preservice
teachers and will be of interest to those
searching for rich ways to conceptualize
education outside of a standards-centric
perspective. Praise for Sensuous Curriculum:
"This collection engages and challenges
readers to think more deeply about questions
of curriculum in connection to the sensuous
in ways not typically considered, existing
multi-dimensionally in transdisciplinary,
interdisciplinary, and cross- disciplinary
work. This compelling, intellectually
stimulating, exhilarating volume is a
canonical contribution everyone must study."
Theodorea Regina Berry Professor and Chair,
African American Studies College of Social
Sciences, San Jose State University "Dr.
Gershon’s edited collection, Sensuous
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Curriculum: Politics and the Senses in
Education, makes the case for corrective
action. By exploring the sensory as human
experience, curriculum, and political, the
authors of this volume offer iterations and
variations for interrupting the ignor(anc)es of
the sensorium in education and the body in
making sense." M. Francyne Huckaby
Associate Dean, TCU School of
Interdisciplinary Studies Professor,
Curriculum Studies, TCU College of
Education & Center for Public Education "I
thoroughly enjoyed sensing this book. This
collection defies the conventional popular
trends that sit inside the classic curriculum
vinyl on our bookshelves. And in Aokian
fashion, Walter Gershon has successfully
brought together an ensemble of curriculum
scholars who dare us to improvise and replay
the possibilities and limitations of educational
research as a tantalization of our senses. The
research put forth in this collection not only
promises to the break barriers of our
thinking, but also makes significant
contributions to and beyond post-humanism,
new materialism, curriculum and affect
theory. All serious scholars—artists, teacher
educators, teachers, graduate students,
community activists—of curriculum studies
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will want to purchase a copy of this carefully,
crafted, curated sensuous collection. Without
reservation...put the needle on their record,
cause I am one of their biggest fans."
Nicholas Ng-A-Fook Professor, Director of
Teacher Education, Indigenous Teacher
Education Co-Director of the Réseau de
Savoir sur l’Equité/Equity Knowledge
Network Faculty of Education, University of
Ottawa
From Eve's apple to Proust's madeleine to
today's culinary tourism, food looms large in
culture. Debates about health and nutrition
are common in news reports. Yet despite its
fundamental relationship to food, taste is
mysteriously absent from most of these
discussions. The flavors of foods permeate
social relations, religious and other
occasions. Charged with memory, emotion,
desire and aversion, taste is arguably the
most evocative of the senses. The Taste
Culture Reader explores the sensuous
dimensions of eating and drinking, from the
physiology of the tongue to the embodiment
of social identities and enactment of
ceremonial meanings. This book will interest
anyone seeking to understand more fully the
importance of food and flavor in human
experience.
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Democracy and Distinction in the Gourmet
Foodscape
The Sociology Of Taste
Food, Drink and Identity in Europe
Taste as Experience
Wine Tourism in the Napa Valley
A Little Taste of India
Taste as Experience puts the pleasure of food
at the center of human experience. It shows
how the sense of taste informs our
preferences for and relationship to nature,
pushes us toward ethical practices of
consumption, and impresses upon us the
importance of aesthetics. Eating is often
dismissed as a necessary aspect of survival,
and our personal enjoyment of food is
considered a quirk. Nicola Perullo sees food
as the only portion of the world we take in
on a daily basis, constituting our first and
most significant encounter with the earth.
Perullo has long observed people's food
practices and has listened to their food
experiences. He draws on years of research to
explain the complex meanings behind our food
choices and the thinking that accompanies our
gustatory actions. He also considers our
indifference toward food as a force
influencing us as much as engagement. For
Perullo, taste is value and wisdom. It cannot
be reduced to mere chemical or cultural
factors but embodies the quality and quantity
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of our earthly experience.
The Invention of Taste provides a detailed
overview of the development of taste, from
ancient times to the present. At the heart of
the book is an intriguing question: why did
the sensory attribute of human taste become a
social metaphor and aesthetic value for
judging cultural qualities of art, fashion,
cuisine and other social constructions?
Unique amongst the senses, taste is at once a
biologically derived sense, private, personal
and individual, yet also a sensibility which
can be acquired, shared, and communicated.
Exploring the many factors that defined the
evolution of taste – from medieval morals and
medicine to social and cultural philosophy,
the rise of aesthetics, birth of fashion,
branding trends, and luxury worship in the
age of mass consumption – Luca Vercelloni’s
ambitious text provides readers with an
outstanding introduction to the subject,
making it the cultural history of taste.Now
available for the first time in English,
Taste features a new final chapter and a
preface by series editor David Howes. Rich in
detail and examples, this interdisciplinary
work is an important read for students and
researchers in sensory studies, philosophy,
sociology and cultural studies, as well as
gastronomy, fashion, design, and branding.
This book is an exploration of how time,
space and social atmospheres contribute to
the experience of taste. It demonstrates
complex combinations of material, sensual and
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symbolic atmospheres and social encounters
that shape this experience. Space, Taste and
Affect brings together case studies from the
fields of sociology, geography, history,
psycho-social studies and anthropology to
examine debates around how urban designers,
architects and market producers manipulate
the experience of taste through creating
certain atmospheres. The book also explores
how the experience of taste varies throughout
life, or even during fleeting social
encounters, challenging the sense of taste as
static. This book moves beyond common
narratives that taste is ‘acquired’ or
developed, to emphasize the role of psychosocial histories of nostalgia, memories of
childhood, migration, trauma and displacement
in the experience of we eat and drink. It
focuses on entrenched social dimensions of
class, value and distinction instead of
psychological and neuroscientific
conceptualizations of taste and sensuous
practices of consumption to be intrinsically
linked to the experience of taste in complex
ways. This book will appeal to undergraduate
and postgraduate students of sociology, human
geography, tourism and leisure studies,
anthropology, psychology, arts and
literature, architecture and urban design.
A Companion to the Anthropology of the Body
and Embodiment offers original essays that
examine historical and contemporary
approaches to conceptualizations of the body.
In this ground-breaking work on the body and
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embodiment, the latest scholarship from
anthropology and related social science
fields is presented, providing new insights
on body politics and the experience of the
body Original chapters cover historical and
contemporary approaches and highlight new
research frameworks Reflects the increasing
importance of embodiment and its ethnographic
contexts within anthropology Highlights the
increasing emphasis on examining the
production of scientific, technological, and
medical expertise in studying bodies and
embodiment
The Taste of Place
The French Origins of Modern Cooking
A Cultural Journey into Terroir
Atmospheres That Shape the Way We Eat
Sensory Experience As Constructive
Theological Imagination
Sensing the Past
Meaning in Our Bodies

Scholars across the humanities and social
sciences are increasingly examining the
importance of consumption to changing notions
of local, regional, national and supranational
identity in Europe. As part of this interest,
anthropologists, historians, sociologists and
others have paid particular attention to the roles
which food and drink have played in the
construction of local, regional and national
identity in Europe. This volume provides the first
multidisciplinary look at the contributions which
food and alcohol make to contemporary European
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identities, including the part they play in
processes of European integration and
Europeanization. It provides theoretically
informed ethnographic and historical case
studies of transformations and continuity in
social and cultural patterns in the production and
consumption of European foods and drinks, in
order to explore how eating and drinking have
helped to construct various local, regional and
national identities in Europe. Of particular note
in this volume is its attention to how food and
drink intersect with recent attempts to foster
greater European integration, in part through the
recognition and support of common and diverse
European cultures and identities.
This important new cultural analysis tells two
stories about food. The first depicts good food as
democratic. Foodies frequent ‘hole in the wall’
ethnic eateries, appreciate the pie found in
working-class truck stops, and reject the
snobbery of fancy French restaurants with formal
table service. The second story describes how
food operates as a source of status and
distinction for economic and cultural elites,
indirectly maintaining and reproducing social
inequality. While the first storyline insists that
anybody can be a foodie, the second asks foodies
to look in the mirror and think about their
relative social and economic privilege. By
simultaneously considering both of these stories,
and studying how they operate in tension, a
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delicious sociology of food becomes available,
perfect for teaching a broad range of cultural
sociology courses.
The modern society of consumption is a society of
fashion. Fashion has extended its influence over
various fields of social life and, together with
taste, become central to our understanding of the
inner dynamics of any modern society. The
Sociology of Taste looks at the role of taste - or
the aesthetic reflection - in society at large and
in modern society in particular. Taking case
studies from social life, for example eating and
food culture, it illustrates the role of fashion in
the formation of collective taste.
While much has been written about the concept
of terroir as it relates to wine, this book expands
the concept into cuisine and culture more
broadly. Bringing together stories of people
farming, cooking and eating, the author focuses
on a series of examples ranging from shagbark
hicory nuts in Wisconsin to wines from northern
California
The Taste Culture Reader
A Sensory Ethnography of East London
Tasting the Good Life
Sensuous Curriculum
Food and Philosophy
Rethinking Place in South Asian and Islamic Art,
1500-Present
Food and Multiculture

In the England of Jane Austen, Charlotte Lucas,
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unhappy with her loquacious and overbearing
husband, draws on her wit and daring to tackle the
unexpected problems besetting her marriage.
Charlotte Lucas, a character first appearing in Jane
Austenʼs Pride and Prejudice, has made an
unfortunate marriage to the loquacious William
Collins, reckoning that his tedious conversation is a
small price to pay for the prosperous home and
family she hopes to gain. However, trouble brews
within the first months of marriage, and she is upset
and angered by his presumptuous tendency to
interfere with her friendships. To ease the strain of
their relationship, Charlotte leaves her husband to
visit the fashionable city of Bath with several women
companions. The weeks in Bath prove to be a time
for self-discovery and freedom, even license.
Although the marital frost between Charlotte and
William begins to thaw, that tranquility lasts only
briefly, for events in Bath have resulted in an
unfortunate, even calamitous, consequence.
Charlotte devises a solution to the advantage of all
that combines bold connivance and compassionate
duplicity. Some would castigate her audacious
stratagem, but she believes it justified by the hope of
happiness and the wit and courage to seek it. The
perfect book club recommendation! --Charlotteʼs
Story adopts Jane Austenʼs style of writing, updated
for a contemporary audience --Amplifies some of the
minor characters of Pride and Prejudice and
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develops their own stories --Occasionally dips into
Austenʼs text to indicate where the plot of Charlotteʼs
Story intersects with Pride and Prejudice; such
sentences are indicated with shaded text. --Explores
the problems of courtship and marriage that women
of rural middle class in England faced, and
ruminates on the persistence of similar issues facing
us today. There are a number of ʻsequelsʼ to Pride
and Prejudice on the market, of which the most wellknown is probably P.D. Jamesʼ mystery, Death
Comes to Pemberley. Charlotteʼs Story is more of a
parallel plot that dips in and out of the events from
Austenʼs originating novel. In Charlotte's Story,
Carolyn Korsmeye explores Charlotteʼs clear-sighted
realism in contrast to the romance that is so
frequently the focus of interest in Austenʼs
characters.
At the turn of the seventeenth century, Hristomir
Stanev argues, ideas about the senses became part
of a dramatic and literary tradition in England,
concerned with the impact of metropolitan culture.
Drawing upon an archive of early modern dramatic
and prose writings, and on recent interdisciplinary
studies of sensory perception, Stanev here
investigates representations of the five senses in
Jacobean plays in relationship to metropolitan
environments. He traces the significance of underexamined concerns about urban life that emerge in
micro-histories of performance and engage the
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(in)voluntary and sometimes pre-rational
participation of the five senses. With a dominant
focus on sensation, he argues further for dramaʼs
particular place in expanding the field of social
perception around otherwise less tractable urban
phenomena, such as suburban formation,
environmental and noise pollution, epidemic disease,
and the impact of built-in city space. The study
focuses on ideas about the senses on stage but
also, to the extent possible, explores surviving
accounts of the sensory nature of playhouses. The
chapters progress from the lower order of the senses
(taste and smell) to the higher (hearing and vision)
before considering the anomalous sense of touch in
Platonic terms. The plays considered include five city
comedies, a romance, and two historical tragedies;
playwrights whose work is covered include
Shakespeare, Jonson, Webster, Fletcher, Dekker,
and Middleton. Ultimately, Stanev highlights the
instrumental role of sensory flux and instability in
recognizing the uneasy manner in which the London
writers, and perhaps many of their contemporaries,
approached the rapidly evolving metropolitan
environment during the reign of King James I.
"People on the move face new barriers in a
globalizing world. Some of these barriers are related
with the rise of an increasingly security-oriented
approach towards international migrants.
Notwithstanding the forces of globalization, states
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have maintained their monopoly power over whom to
admit and whom to deny within their borders. In
other words, they remain the sovereign authority
regulating the entry and exit of people. However, in
recent years, a number of states have singled out
international immigration as the greatest political and
social threat to their cultural and national security.
The securitization of immigration is founded upon the
premise that the international movement of people
represents an exceptional risk for the survival of the
nation and this is often associated with terrorism,
instability and criminality. The securitization of
immigration is also based on the idea that the
ʻtraditionalʼ authority vested in states to regulate
immigration is somehow insufficient and needs to be
enhanced. These assumptions correspond with a
real policy shift in some countries such as the United
States, where the government is planning to spend
approximately 23 Billion Dollars on border security
and immigration enforcement in 2019 alone." "This
edited volume is an exploration of the global
landscapes inhabited by refugees and labour
migrants, although the focus is largely on the former.
Despite the fact that most of the empirical studies
are drawn from within Europe, the book also
includes research on Nepal, Australia, the Middle
East and Japan in order to reveal the truly global
dimensions of migration and the regimes governing
this." Content INTRODUCTION by Armağan Teke
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Lloyd PART A: Ideology and Governance of
Migration CHAPTER 1. Coming to Terms with
Liberal Democracy by the Populist Radical Right
Parties of Western Europe: Evidence from European
Parliament Speeches over Minorities and Migration
by Caner Tekin CHAPTER 2. ʻA Forest with many
treesʼ - Mapping migration governance and the
dispersion of authority in Europe by Lisa Marie
Borrelli, Rebecca Mavin and Giorgia Trasciani
CHAPTER 3. Policing Migrants in Transit and Upon
Arrival: The Bordering Tactic of Integration in Austria
and Germany by Olivia Johnson PART B:
Regulations: Suspension of Human Rights
CHAPTER 4. Borders, Exception and Sovereignty:
Australiaʼs Migration Policies as Instruments of
Suspension of (Human) Rights and (International)
Obligations by Ana Carolina Macedo Abreu
CHAPTER 5. Power and Sandwiched Sovereignty:
Nepali Migrant Workers in the Gulf Countries by Hari
KC CHAPTER 6. The Body and Embodied
Experiences in the British Asylum System:
Developing a Conceptual Perspective by Rebecca
Mavin CHAPTER 7. Eritrean Unaccompanied
Refugee Minors in The Netherlands: Wellbeing and
Health by Anna de Haan, Yodit Jacob, Trudy Mooren
and Winta Ghebreab PART C: Migrants, Strategies
and Identities CHAPTER 8. Social Inclusion
Processes for unaccompanied minors in the city of
Palermo: Fostering Autonomy through a New Social
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Inclusion Model by Roberta Lo Bianco and Georgia
Chondrou CHAPTER 9. Urban Resistances and
Migrant Activism Challenging the Border Regime in
Madrid City by Ana Santamarina and Almudena
Cabezas CHAPTER 10. RefConnect - A Mobile
Social Network for Refugees by Evdokia Kogia,
Styliani Liberopoulou, Nikolaos Alamanos, Vasilis
Pierros, and Christos Michalakelis CHAPTER 11.
Halo-Halo, Nostalgia and Navigating Life for
Overseas Filipino Workers (OFWʼs) in the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia by Simeon S. Magliveras.
Wine serves an important role both in Scripture and
in the Christian church, but its significance has
received relatively little theological attention in
modern times. This book fills that gap. Viewing wine
as a gift of God's created bounty and as a special
symbol used pervasively throughout Scripture,
Kreglinger canvasses the history of wine in the
church, particularly its use in the Lord's Supper,
discusses the fascinating process of winemaking,
and considers both the health benefits of wine and
the dangers of alcohol abuse. Offering a vision of the
Christian life that sees God in all things - including
the work of a vintner and the enjoyment of a well
crafted glass of wine.
A Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste
A Reader
Sensory Experience and the Metropolis on the
Jacobean Stage (1603‒1625)
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Charlotte's Story
Curried Cultures
Space, Taste and Affect
Acquired Taste
Taste is recognized as one of the most evocative senses.
The flavors of food play an important role in identity,
memory, emotion, desire, and aversion, as well as social,
religious and other occasions. Yet despite its fundamental
role, taste is often mysteriously absent from discussions
about food. Now in its second edition, The Taste Culture
Reader examines the sensuous dimensions of eating and
drinking and highlights the centrality of taste in human
experience. Combining both classic and contemporary
sources from anthropology, philosophy, sociology,
history, science, and beyond, the book features excerpts
from texts by David Hume, Immanuel Kant, Pierre
Bourdieu, Brillat-Savarin, Marcel Proust, Sidney Mintz,
and M.F.K. Fisher as well as original essays by authors
such as David Sutton, Lisa Heldke, David Howes,
Constance Classen, and Amy Trubek. This edition has
been revised substantially throughout to include the latest
scholarship on the senses and features new introductions
from the editor as well as 10 new chapters. The perfect
introduction to the study of taste, this is essential reading
for students in food studies, anthropology, sensory
studies, philosophy, and culinary arts.
No judgement of taste is innocent - we are all snobs.
Pierre Bourdieu's Distinction brilliantly illuminates the
social pretentions of the middle classes in the modern
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world, focusing on the tastes and preferences of the
French bourgeoisie. First published in 1979, the book is
at once a vast ethnography of contemporary France and a
dissection of the bourgeois mind. In the course of
everyday life we constantly choose between what we find
aesthetically pleasing, and what we consider tacky,
merely trendy, or ugly. Taste is not pure. Bourdieu
demonstrates that our different aesth
It would be easy to assume that, in the eighteenth century,
slavery and the culture of taste--the world of politeness,
manners, and aesthetics--existed as separate and unequal
domains, unrelated in the spheres of social life. But to the
contrary, Slavery and the Culture of Taste demonstrates
that these two areas of modernity were surprisingly
entwined. Ranging across Britain, the antebellum South,
and the West Indies, and examining vast archives,
including portraits, period paintings, personal narratives,
and diaries, Simon Gikandi illustrates how the violence
and ugliness of enslavement actually shaped theories of
taste, notions of beauty, and practices of high culture, and
how slavery's impurity informed and haunted the rarified
customs of the time. Gikandi focuses on the ways that the
enslavement of Africans and the profits derived from this
exploitation enabled the moment of taste in
European--mainly British--life, leading to a
transformation of bourgeois ideas regarding freedom and
selfhood. He explores how these connections played out in
the immense fortunes made in the West Indies sugar
colonies, supporting the lavish lives of English barons and
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altering the ideals that defined middle-class subjects.
Discussing how the ownership of slaves turned the
American planter class into a new aristocracy, Gikandi
engages with the slaves' own response to the strange
interplay of modern notions of freedom and the realities of
bondage, and he emphasizes the aesthetic and cultural
processes developed by slaves to create spaces of freedom
outside the regimen of enforced labor and truncated
leisure. Through a close look at the eighteenth century's
many remarkable documents and artworks, Slavery and
the Culture of Taste sets forth the tensions and
contradictions entangling a brutal practice and the
distinctions of civility.
Place plays a fundamental role in the structuring of the
discipline of Art History. And yet, place also limits the
questions art historians can ask and impairs analysis of
objects and locations in the interstices of established,
ossified categories. The chapters in this interdisciplinary
volume investigate place in all of its dynamism and
complexity: several call into question traditional
constructions regarding place in Art History, while others
explore the fundamental role that place plays in lived
experience. The particular nexus for this collection lies at
the intersection and overlap of two major subfields in the
history of art: South Asia and the Islamic world, both of
which are seemingly geographically determined, yet at the
same time uncategorizable as place with their evershifting and contested borders. The eleven chapters
brought together here move from the early modern
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through to the contemporary, and span particular
monuments and locations ranging from Asia and Europe
to Africa and the Americas. The chapters take on the
question of place as it operates in more obvious settings,
such as architectural monuments and exhibitionary
contexts, while also probing the way place operates when
objects move or when the very place they exist in
transforms dramatically. This volume engages place
through the movement of objects, the evocation of senses,
desires, and memories and the on-going project of
articulating the parameters of place and location.
The Invention of Taste
Eating Culture
Empire of the Senses
Slavery and the Culture of Taste
Making Sense of Taste
"Smith's history of the sensate is
destined to precipitate a revolution in
our understanding of the sensibilities
that underpinned the mentalities of past
epochs."--David Howes, author of Sensual
Relations: Engaging the Senses in Culture
and Social Theory "Mark M. Smith presents
a far-ranging essay on the history of the
senses that serves simultaneously as a
good introduction to the historiography.
If one feels in danger of sensory overload
from this growing body of scholarship,
Smith's piece is a useful
preventive."--Leigh E. Schmidt, author of
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Restless Souls: The Making of American
Spirituality "This is a masterful
overview. The history of the senses has
been a frontier field for a while now.
Mark Smith draws together what we know,
with an impressive sensory range, and
encourages further work. A really exciting
survey."--Peter N. Stearns, author of
American Fear: The Causes and Consequences
of High Anxiety "Who would ever have
guessed that a book on the history of the
senses--seeing, hearing, touching,
tasting, and smelling--could be
informative, thought-provoking, and, at
the same time, most entertaining? Ranging
in both time and locale, Mark Smith's
Sensing the Past makes even the philosophy
about the senses from ancient times to now
both learned and exciting. This work will
draw scholars into under-recognized
subjects and lay readers into a world we
simply but unwisely take for
granted."--Bertram Wyatt-Brown, author of
Southern Honor: Ethics and Behavior in the
Old South "Mark M. Smith has a good record
of communicating his research to a broad
constituency within and beyond the academy
. . . This will be required reading for
anyone addressing sensory
history."--Penelope Gouk, author of Music,
Science and Natural Magic in Seventeenth
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Century England "This is a fine cultural
history of the body, which takes Western
and Eastern traditions and their texts
quite seriously. Smith views a history of
the senses not only from 'below' but
places it squarely in the historical
imagination. It will be of interest to a
wide range of readers."--Sander L. Gilman,
author of Difference and Pathology
In Hunger Movements in Early Victorian
Literature, Lesa Scholl explores the ways
in which the language of starvation
interacts with narratives of emotional and
intellectual want to create a dynamic,
evolving notion of hunger. Scholl's
interdisciplinary study emphasises
literary analysis, sensory history, and
political economy to interrogate the
progression of hunger in Britain from the
early 1830s to the late 1860s. Examining
works by Charles Dickens, Harriet
Martineau, George Eliot, Elizabeth
Gaskell, Henry Mayhew, and Charlotte
Bronte, Scholl argues for the centrality
of hunger in social development and
understanding. She shows how the rhetoric
of hunger moves beyond critiques of
physical starvation to a paradigm in which
the dominant narrative of civilisation is
predicated on the continual progress and
evolution of literal and metaphorical
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taste. Her study makes a persuasive case
for how hunger, as a signifier of both
individual and corporate ambition, is a
necessarily self-interested and
increasingly violent agent of progress
within the discourse of political economy
that emerged in the eighteenth century and
subsequently shaped nineteenth-century
social and political life.
Here is a much-needed overview of what is
arguably our most elusive sense. Sight and
hearing have been the subject of numerous
books, while the so-called "lower senses"
have remained relatively unexplored
despite powerful and complex social
meanings. From hygiene to aromatherapy,
the foul to the fragrant, smell is shown
here to be much more than a physical act
of perception.
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